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Ubuntu is the #1 platform for OpenStack and the #1 platform for public cloud operations on AWS, Azure and Google Cloud, too. Canonical delivers OpenStack on rails, with consulting, training, enterprise support and managed operations to help you focus on what matters most — your applications, not the infrastructure.
OpenStack on Ubuntu is your scalable private cloud, by ...
The quickest way to launch your first OpenStack instance (or a VM) is to run the following command: Copy to clipboard. The resulting output provides the information you need to SSH to the instance: Access it with `ssh -i /home/ubuntu/snap/microstack/common/.ssh/id_microstack cirros@10.20.20.123`.
Install | OpenStack | Ubuntu | Ubuntu
Canonical’s Ubuntu Cloud Archive (UCA) gives users the ability to install newer releases of OpenStack on an Ubuntu LTS release (only) as they become available up through to the next Ubuntu LTS release. Bug processing and patch contributions will follow standard Ubuntu practice and policy where applicable.
OpenStack/CloudArchive - Ubuntu Wiki
Indeed, last year, Canonical won a contract with BT, formerly British Telecom, to use Ubuntu Linux and OpenStack to deploy 5G in the UK and around the globe. A big reason for Canonical's market...
Canonical picks up major OpenStack cloud telecom win | ZDNet
Canonical, famous for Ubuntu Linux, has allied with the biggest Russian telecom MTS for its Charmed OpenStack.
OpenStack cloud software adopted by Canonical - EnterpriseTalk
Canonical is committed to OpenStack by producing high quality releases of OpenStack on a cadence with enterprises, carriers and Service providers to ensure Ubuntu OpenStack is the easiest way to deploy, manage and scale OpenStack clouds.
The OpenStack Marketplace - Open Source Cloud Computing ...
MTS plans to leverage Charmed OpenStack’s advanced lifecycle management capabilities and flexible cloud-native architecture to better enable multi-vendor and cross-platform integration. Serving over 77 million subscribers in Russia, MTS has chosen to partner with Canonical, the publisher of Ubuntu , to further its efforts in building out a full-fledged digital ecosystem based on an open ...
MTS Russia Selects Canonical’s Charmed OpenStack to Power ...
10 November 2020 – Canonical, the publisher of Ubuntu, today announced that its Charmed OpenStack, an open source private cloud solution that allows businesses to control large pools of computer,…
Malawi’s TNM selects Canonical’s Charmed OpenStack to help ...
The world is moving to Ubuntu – open source that's faster, cheaper and better. Empower engineers, secure precious data, share knowledge and lead the change. My customers are transforming their operations around cloud, and I get to show them that future Explore a career at Canonical
Canonical | Publisher of Ubuntu
OpenStack has long been popular with telcos. Last year they won a contract with BT to use Ubuntu Linux and OpenStack to deploy 5G globally as well as in the UK. Canonical’s Charmed OpenStack is designed to be a carrier-grade private cloud implementation that is easy to deploy.
Canonical wins biggest Russian telco for OpenStack 5G ...
Canonical and the Ubuntu community work together with IBM to ensure that Ubuntu Server and Ubuntu OpenStack work seamlessly with IBM Power Systems and IBM software applications. We continue to collaborate in areas like KVM, OpenStack, and devops, to provide reference architectures, supported solutions and cloud offerings, now and in the future.
Canonical | Publisher of Ubuntu
BootStack Direct is an OpenStack cloud offering by Canonical. The offering gives you an OpenStack private cloud running where you choose, your datacentre or a service provider, while Canonical’s engineering team takes on the responsibility of design and initial deployment of your cloud. Download datasheet. Canonical OpenStack Datasheet
Ubuntu cloud
Juju solutions for OpenStack Juju makes it easy to deploy OpenStack at scale. Quickly and reliably build an enterprise-scale cloud run on Ubuntu – the most popular operating system for OpenStack.
JAAS - Juju as a Service - Juju solutions for OpenStack
Canonical, makers of Ubuntu Linux, certainly sees the potential here. Canonical immediately announced that OpenStack Ussuri will be available on Ubuntu 20.04 LTS and Ubuntu 18.04 LTS. From where...
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